Topino: A Graphical Tool for Quantitative Assessment of Molecular Stream Separations
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ABSTRACT: In molecular-stream separation (MSS), a stream of a multi-component mixture is separated into multiple streams of individual components. Quantitative evaluation of MSS data has been a bottleneck in MSS for decades as there was no conventional way to present the data in a reproducible and uniform fashion. The roots of the problem were in the multi-dimensional nature of MSS data; even in the ideal case of steady-state separation, the data is three-dimensional: intensity and two spatial coordinates. We recently found a way to reduce the dimensionality via presenting the MSS data in a polar coordinate system and convoluting the data via integration of intensity along the radius axis. The result of this convolution is an angulagram — a simple 2D plot presenting integrated intensity vs angle. Not only does an angulagram simplify the visual assessment, but it also allows the determination of three quantitative parameters characterizing the quality of MSS: stream width, stream linearity, and stream deflection. Reliably converting an MSS image into an angulagram and accurately determining the stream parameters requires an advanced and user-friendly software tool. In this technical note, we introduce such a tool: the open-source software Topino available at https://github.com/Schallaven/topino. Topino is a stand-alone program with a modern graphical user interface that allows processing an MSS image in a fast (<2 min) and straightforward way. The robustness and ruggedness of Topino were confirmed by comparing the results obtained by three users. Topino removes the analytical bottleneck in MSS and will be an indispensable tool for MSS users with varying levels of experience.

INTRODUCTION

In molecular-stream separation (MSS), a stream of a multi-component mixture is separated into multiple streams of individual components (Figure 1). MSS can be achieved by chromatographic or electrophoretic means; the methods are called continuous annular chromatography and continuous flow electrophoresis, respectively, the latter is also called free-flow electrophoresis.1−3 MSS has great potential for continuous flow synthesis which requires continuous and seamless downstream separation.4−7 Methodology and instrumentation for MSS were advanced significantly during decades of research.3,8−17 However, the realization of MSS potential has been hindered by a lack of an approach for uniform and reproducible quantitative assessment of MSS data, which is the subject of this work.

Uniform quantitative assessment of MSS requires: (i) consistent and robust acquisition of MSS images (MSS raw data), (ii) the availability of quantitative parameters characterizing the quality of MSS, and (iii) robust and rugged way of extracting these parameters from the images. We have been addressing the above requirements in a systematic way during the last few years. First, we developed an image processing and analysis system that is cost-effective and applicable to different geometries of MSS device.18,19 Furthermore, this imaging system is compatible with analyzing fluorophores and chromophores including those absorbing only in the UV range.20,21 Second, we introduced a manner of convoluting MSS images into simple 2D plots called angulagrams (Figure 1).22,23 Convolution is done by using a polar coordinate system with its origin at the inlet and subsequent integration of signal along the radius. In addition, we introduced a set of quantitative parameters for stream characterization (deflection, width, and linearity) that can be extracted from angulagrams for the quantitative assessment of MSS quality along with stream resolution.24 This novel way of convoluting and assessing MSS images has been successfully adopted by another research group.25

The third requirement — a robust and rugged way of extracting stream parameters from the images — was not addressed so far. This procedure involves a set of precision-demanding tasks making the development of a robust and rugged parameter-extraction method difficult. We developed a reference method, which served as a proof-of-principle for the algorithmization of the procedures.23 The reference method consists of different tools interacting in a non-ideal workflow and requiring manual transfer of data. The results depend on the user’s experience and skills, which is a potential source of misinterpretations of the experimental data and, consequently, misconceptions. An ideal parameter-extraction method should provide the results in a robust and rugged fashion independent of its user. This independence on the user skills and experience requires a straightforward analysis workflow that can compensate for small variations potentially introduced by users. Such a workflow can only be implemented with a comprehensive software package consisting of a single and complete program that allows users to perform the following tasks: (i) process images, (ii) define a polar coordinate system, (iii) create angulagrams, and (iv) extract stream parameters. This program and its features need to be precise yet easily accessible to facilitate a robust and rugged quantitative assessment of MSS. A graphical user interface (GUI) is the most accessible input paradigm since

Figure 1. Molecular stream separation example and evaluation principle using angulagrams. Instead of a classical Cartesian coordinate system, a polar coordinate system is used to describe data (left). In a polar coordinate system, (ideal) streams run along the r-axis. Therefore, the data can be convoluted by integration over r into a clear 2D plot with peaks (right).
MSS evaluation deals with images, *i.e.* graphics. Thus, the proposed program should be implemented with a GUI and, furthermore, should be distributed in a way that minimizes the need for external libraries or an additional installation. These requirements make a Python environment, which was used for the reference method,23 not suitable.

Creating such a program has three challenges. First, angulagrams require the use and visualization of a polar coordinate system while GUIs and images are usually based on the Cartesian coordinate system. Second, an accessible and precise interface must be deployed while accessibility and precision in user interfaces often are mutually excluding. Third, a coherent, straightforward, and fast (lower minute range) workflow of creating and evaluating an angulagram from an input image must be implemented, while this workflow consists of a set of diverse and precision-demanding tasks (see above). Here, we report on overcoming these challenges and introducing an accessible program Topino that allows users to assess MSS data quantitatively by creating and evaluating angulagrams from MSS images.

For development, we used a modern version of C++ in combination with the Qt framework library and Eigen 3 math library.25,26 The result is an easy-to-distribute program with a modern and clear dark-themed GUI that runs on all current versions of major operating systems (Windows, Linux, and macOS). In this work, we discuss the major points of Topino’s implementation such as the visualization of the polar coordinate system as well as the coherent and straightforward workflow. Furthermore, we demonstrate its applicability to example images from our and others’ previous works and provide a brief outlook on the future development of Topino.

**METHODS**

Creating an Angulagram. The process of angulagram creation is described in our previous work in detail.22 Briefly, an input image (MSS raw data) is converted to grayscale, the region-of-interest (ROI) is extracted, and the angulagram function is calculated. All these calculations are automatically done by Topino internally. The user only needs to define the ROI by creating and aligning the polar coordinate system on the image (see Results and discussions section). Additionally, the results of intermediate calculations can also be viewed and exported from Topino if needed.

**Conversion to Gray Scale.** A pixel in a typical input image is a combination of three colors: red, green, and blue (RGB). Ideally, an input image only has one color channel (intensity) for data analysis. Thus, typical input images (color images with 3 channels) have to be converted to an ideal input image (grayscale image with 1 channel). This conversion process is called decolorization or desaturation.27 Typically, a linear combination of RGB values is used to generate a grayscale value, *e.g.* by calculating and using the luminance of a pixel by:

\[
L(x, y) = 0.21R(x, y) + 0.72G(x, y) + 0.07B(x, y)
\]

where \(x\) and \(y\) are the pixel coordinates in Cartesian coordinates. \(R(x,y)\), \(G(x,y)\), and \(B(x,y)\) are the red, green, and blue intensity values at \((x,y)\) resulting in the luminance value \(L(x,y)\), which is used as gray value at \((x,y)\). There are several conversion methods available and the best applicable method depends strongly on the image. For instance, the luminance value uses 72% of the green channel signal and only 7% of the blue channel signal. Hence, luminance values are ideal for green fluorescence images, but basically useless for blue fluorescence images. Therefore, we implemented several different conversion methods in Topino from which the user can select. Moreover, the gray values (= signal intensities) can be inverted to ensure that low signal intensity equals low gray value and high signal intensity equals high gray value. Finally, the gray value levels can be adjusted to remove unwanted noise and background.

**Extraction of ROI.** The ROI is extracted as a polar coordinate-based image (short: polar image). The calculation of the polar image is done by step-by-step iteration over all radii \(r\) (with a 1-pixel step) and angle \(\phi\) values (with a 0.1° step) in their respective boundaries (as defined by the ROI) and assigning the intensity from a point at \((x(\phi,r), y(\phi,r))\):

\[
I(\phi,r) = I(x(\phi,r), y(\phi,r)), \quad \phi = \phi_{\text{min}} - \phi_{\text{max}} \cdot r = r_{\text{min}} - r_{\text{max}}
\]

where \(x(\phi,r)\) and \(y(\phi,r)\) are calculated as:

\[
x(\phi,r) = x_0 + \text{round}(r \cdot \cos(\phi))
\]

\[
y(\phi,r) = y_0 - \text{round}(r \cdot \sin(\phi))
\]

where \(x_0\) and \(y_0\) are the coordinates of the origin of the polar coordinate system. Function round(...) is a function that rounds a real value to the nearest integer since pixel coordinates are integers. The minus sign in the second line is required since the \(y\)-axis of the computer image runs from top to bottom in contrast to a standard Cartesian coordinate system, which runs from bottom to top.

**Calculating the angulagram function.** The polar image is convoluted by integration over the radius to generate the angulagram function \(I(\phi)\), which is calculated by

\[
I(\phi) = \int_{r_{\text{min}}}^{r_{\text{max}}} I(\phi,r)dr = \sum_{r_{\text{min}}}^{r_{\text{max}}} I(\phi,r)
\]

where \(r_{\text{min}}\) and \(r_{\text{max}}\) are the radii boundaries of the ROI and, thus, of the polar image. \(I(\phi,r)\) is the intensity in the polar image at the respective angle and radius. Internally discrete values are used for \(\phi\) and \(r\) due to the integer representation of pixel coordinates. Therefore, the integration is basically the same as the summation over all values of \(r\) for a given \(\phi\).

**Software and sample data availability.** Topino is publicly available 64-bit software released under the 3-Clause BSD license. It can be used, copied, and distributed freely. Binary files for Windows and Linux (Debian package), source code, a user guide, and example files are available on the Github repository (https://github.com/Schallaven/topino). Furthermore, snapshots are available as supplementary files on ChemRxiv.28

The Windows version of Topino runs on both Windows 7 and Windows 10, the Linux version runs at least on Ubuntu 16 and Linux Mint 19, and the macOS version runs at least on MacOS X 10.12 (Sierra). The source code will allow other researchers and developers in the area of MSS to contribute to, implement, and extend analysis routines. Also, it is possible to compile and run the program on other than the listed above platforms.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Polar Coordinate System.** In order to evaluate an input image (MSS raw data), the inlet position and the ROI have to be defined. Since MSS evaluation with angulagrams uses polar coordinates, the ROI needs to be defined by a polar coordinate system with the origin at the inlet position. In Topino, the polar coordinate system is represented by a small inner circle (covering the actual inlet) and a larger outer circle (Figure 2). Both circles have the exact same center position that defines the inlet position and, in turn, the origin of the coordinate system. The visible part of the outer circle defines the ROI by its 0° angle direction, min/max angle, and min/max radius.

\[
L(\phi) = \frac{\text{intensity at } \phi}{\text{max intensity}}
\]

where \(\text{intensity at } \phi\) is the intensity in the polar image at the respective angle and radius. Internally discrete values are used for \(\phi\) and \(r\) due to the integer representation of pixel coordinates. Therefore, the integration is basically the same as the summation over all values of \(r\) for a given \(\phi\).
Figure 2. Schematic of the polar coordinate system (A) and an example as shown in Topino (B).

(Figure 2A). All these elements can be manipulated by simply clicking in or on them and dragging with the mouse (Figure 2B). For instance, the position of the origin can be changed by clicking into and dragging the area of the smaller circle. Likewise, the minimum radius or the 0° angle direction can be changed by clicking and dragging the border of the inner circle or the 0° angle line, respectively. For advanced users, Topino also includes options to input precise values for these parameters individually. Only the ROI area is used to generate the angulagram, i.e. all pixels inside the smaller circle as well as all pixels outside of the whole polar coordinate system representation are ignored (Figure 2A).

Conclusively, the visualization and implementation of the polar coordinate system in Topino allow users to define the ROI, remove non-signals such as the non-signal pixels of the physical inlet as seen on the example image in Figure 2B. Furthermore, the ability to move and rotate the coordinate system and the ROI freely avoids potential data-changing preprocessing steps such as cutting or rotating the image. Furthermore, the graphical representation of the polar coordinate system is fast, accessible, and precise since it can be viewed and manipulated directly on the input image as well as by inputting number values if needed.

Angulagram-Creation Workflow. Our reference method for angulagram creation was published as Python programs that use a command-line interface (CLI). A typical command line to process an input image input.jpg with our Python program angureflexin.py for creating an angulagram looks like

```
angureflexin.py --sat -200
--inlet 2056 2184 --zone 1500 1800
--levels 180 235 input.jpg
```

Here, “--sat” defines the (de)saturation level of -200; “--inlet” defines the inlet position \( x = 2056, y = 2184 \); “--zone” defines a rectangular zone which is 1500-pixel-wide and 1800-pixel-high with the inlet at the bottom middle, i.e. from (1306, 384) to (2806, 2184) in Cartesian coordinates; and “--levels” define the gray values between 180 and 235 used for evaluation. The respective value for each of these parameters has to be extracted using a graphics program such as Adobe Photoshop. When one value is determined, it has to be manually noted down in order to transfer it later to the Python program as shown in the example above. Subsequently, the next value is determined and noted down. These two steps are repeated until all required parameters are determined. These steps result in a non-straightforward workflow (Figure 3A).

Furthermore, the reference-method workflow is disconnected due to the manually noting down of values as well as the change in input paradigm from GUI (graphics program) to CLI (Python programs). This disconnection is even more apparent when errors occur. For instance, it is easy to transpose, forget, or mistype digits or signs when noting down values by hand. Such errors might not be visible immediately but become apparent further downstream in the workflow. For correction, the user has to track the source of error upstream or simply repeat the whole workflow again. For a novice user, such errors are hard to track down and time-consuming to fix, which discourages from the use of the program as a result. For advanced users, these errors are easier to spot and correct; however, correction still takes time and breaks the workflow significantly.

Subsequent to angureflexin.py, a second Python program, evolutin.py, is run to evaluate the resulting angulagram. This program will create a simple text file with all the determined stream parameters for further processing. In contrast to angureflexin.py, this second Python program does not require any more parameters that have to be pre-determined. All in all, the complete workflow (Figure 3A) based on the reference method takes around 10 min per input image for a trained person if no error occurs.

In contrast, Topino was optimized and tailored towards a short and straightforward general workflow (Figure 3B). After starting Topino, the user is presented with an empty

![Figure 3. Workflow for angulagram creation and evaluation using the reference method (A) and Topino (B). The dashed lines depict points of disconnection in A (see text for more details).](image-url)
workspace. First, an image has to be imported. Second, the polar coordinate system has to be created and configured. Third, the image processing parameters such as desaturation mode and color level boundaries for the image need to be chosen to ensure the correct generation of an angulagram. Fourth, the angulagram is generated and evaluated by fitting the peaks to extract the respective stream parameters. The resulting stream parameters can be exported or simply copied to other applications for presentation or further processing. The whole optimized workflow takes less than 2 min for a user that has gone through this workflow once or twice in Topino. Furthermore, this workflow is straightforward and connected since all values are generated and processed inside a single GUI environment removing the need for manually noting down anything (Figure 3B).

Comparison of Evaluation Results with the Reference Method. Topino generates results close to those generated with the reference method when evaluating the same image. For example, a quick re-evaluation of the input image of Figure 2A in Ref. 22 with Topino lead to stream deflections of $-10.8^\circ$, $-0.8^\circ$, $+6.6^\circ$, and $+20.5^\circ$ (Ref. 22: $-12.5^\circ$, $-1.6^\circ$, $+6.4^\circ$, and $+21.2^\circ$), stream widths of $8.3^\circ$, $3.1^\circ$, $3.8^\circ$, and $7.3^\circ$ (Ref. 22: $8.0^\circ$, $2.5^\circ$, $3.2^\circ$, and $6.2^\circ$) as well as stream linearity of $L_2 \geq 0.95$ (Ref. 22: $L_2 \geq 0.95$). Similar results are expected due to the same underlying basic algorithm. The differences (e.g. in-stream deflection of the first stream) are mainly due to minor improvements and additional features in Topino such as being able to select a lower boundary for the radius of the ROI (to remove the physical inlet pixels from evaluation) and more grayscale conversion methods that are better applicable to this input image (here, max intensity with inverted color levels from 60 to 210 was used).

As a second example, a quick re-evaluation of the data in Figure 5A in Ref. 19 (original experiment from Jezierski et al.29) with Topino leads to stream deflections of $-7.7^\circ$, $-3.2^\circ$, and $+2.9^\circ$ (Ref. 19: $-7.5^\circ$, $-3.5^\circ$, and $+2.7^\circ$), stream widths of $4.0^\circ$, $5.1^\circ$, and $3.2^\circ$ (Ref. 19: $4.6^\circ$, $3.5^\circ$, $3.0^\circ$) as well as stream linearity of $L_2 \geq 0.98$ (Ref. 19: $L_2 \geq 0.98$). The grayscale conversion method max intensity with full-color level range (0 to 255) was used. In the input image, there is a barely visible fourth stream (Rhodamine 6G). This barely visible stream can be evaluated with Topino by optimizing the parameters of the grayscale conversion method (here, max intensity with color levels from 0 to 60 was used). For this fourth stream, the deflection and width were $+8.0^\circ$ (Ref. 19: $+8.0^\circ$) and $4.6^\circ$ (Ref. 19: could not be evaluated due to only small shoulder peak signal), respectively. Again, the overall results are expected similar, and the differences are due to improvements and additional features in Topino, which, in this case, allow the full analysis of the input image. Both input images can also be found in Figure 4A and B, respectively.

Comparison of Evaluation Results Obtained by Different Users. We used four different input images (Figure 4, Input image A–D) to study the impact of three different users (the first three authors of this work) on the assessment results. Based on our experimental experience (streams usually occur between $-45^\circ$ and $+45^\circ$) and analytical-chemical standard error margins (2%), we expect the assessment of MSS to be robust and rugged if the deviations in-stream deflection, width, and linearity are $\leq1.8^\circ$ (2% of $90^\circ$), $\leq1.8^\circ$ (2% of $90^\circ$), and $\leq0.02$ (2% of linearity range), respectively. We used two images (A, C) from our own research and two images (B, D) from others’ research in this field.20,21 i.e. four different images in total, as input images in Topino. The images were acquired by different techniques (reflectometry and fluorimetry) and differed also in the quality (noise, focus, etc.) to cover practical and non-ideal situations. Each user approached the assessment of these four input images on their own without any knowledge of the others’ assessment approach. The skill levels between the three applicants varied: expert (= developed the software), advanced user (= knows MSS but has limited experience in MSS evaluation), and beginner (= just started in the field of MSS).

All three users were able to assess and extract stream parameters for all four images. The evaluation files of all applicants (including the input images) and statistical data are available in the Supporting Information. Across all images and users, the average standard deviation on stream deflection, width, and linearity were $\pm0.4^\circ$, $\pm0.8^\circ$, and $\pm0.02$, respectively. These values are below the above thresholds and, thus, demonstrate the robust and rugged assessment using Topino in general. Looking at each image evaluation individually, the results slightly change as described in the following. For Input image A, the advanced user systematically found much lower widths and linearity for three of the streams leading to slightly higher deviations in the width (up to $\pm2.2^\circ$) as well as in linearity (up to $\pm0.06$). We attribute this underestimation to the usage of non-optimal desaturation parameters by the advanced user due to lack of MSS evaluation experience. For Input image B, neither the beginner nor the advanced user could extract stream parameters for the barely visible stream. Here, the expert had to use two different sets of desaturation parameters to gain values for the three highly visible streams and the one barely visible stream, respectively. Both the beginner and advanced user only used one set and, therefore, were unable to evaluate the barely visible stream. We attribute this non-evaluation to the lack of MSS evaluation experience of the non-experts. Input image C contains much noise as it was taken under non-uniform lightning conditions making it challenging to choose good desaturation and fitting parameters, in particular for an inexperienced user. Here, only the expert is expected to extract reasonable values for stream parameters. Nonetheless, all three users were able to extract stream parameters in Topino with deviations near the ideal thresholds ($\pm0.9$, $\pm1.8^\circ$, and $\pm0.02$ for deflection, width, and linearity, respectively). These results demonstrate that the
usage of Topino minimizes the negative impact of technical and personal variations. Input image D could be evaluated by all users with optimal deviations (±0.1, ±0.7°, and ±0.01 for deflection, width, and linearity, respectively).

Overall, the low standard deviations demonstrate that the assessment of MSS with Topino is robust and rugged towards users of different skill levels. Expectably, non-optimal evaluation conditions and lack of MSS evaluation experience result in increased deviations. This increase is minimized by the usage of Topino due to its accessible and coherent workflow.

Compensating and Spotting Variations and Errors with Advanced User Features. There are more features and functions in Topino in addition to the above-discussed ones. For instance, there is a ruler tool beside the inlet tool allowing defining lines on an image. These lines can be snapped to density points on the image and, thus, used to precisely align the parameters of the polar coordinate system to features on the image. As an example, we rotated the input image from Figure 2A in Ref. 22 by −118° in order to create a case of non-ideal input image (Figure 5A). In such a case, it is difficult for the user to set the direction of the 0° angle perfectly to the direction of the hydrodynamic flow (which is the reference for 0°). However, by using the ruler tool, the user can create and snap a line on the boundary of the separation zone and use this line as reference angle line for the polar coordinate system. This procedure leads to basically the same angulagram as with the non-rotated input image and comparable settings (Figure 5B).

Furthermore, a radialogram can be generated and displayed in Topino. A radialogram integrates the polar image over the angle instead of the radius, which can be used to follow the progression and dispersion of streams through the ROI. A typical radialogram is shaped as a half-peak that follows progressive loss of signal intensity due to molecular diffusion of streams (Figure 5C). Any deviations from this expected shape can point to debris found on the MSS device (sudden narrow drops), non-uniformity in lightning or exposure (overall curve shape change), or errors in pre-processing of the image (random peaks or drops) (Figure 5D).

Conclusively, these advanced functions are not needed for everyday assessment of MSS but are power features for advanced users that need more precision and information for difficult-to-assess border cases.

Limitations and Future Development of Topino. While Topino increases the accessibility of MSS evaluation, it is less flexible and versatile than our previously developed Python programs (reference method). For instance, automation and batch evaluation is not straightforward to implement and, therefore, not available at this time. However, we plan to continue the development of Topino to add such features and more in the upcoming months. In addition to the batch function to semi-automatically process a set of files, we would like, for instance, to add the ability to dissect complex peaks as described in our previous publication. For this development, we want to encourage and invite everyone who is interested to contribute ideas, code, and bug reports to our public software repository at https://github.com/Schallaven/topino.

CONCLUSION

In this work, we introduced and presented the open-source software Topino. Topino is a stand-alone program with a modern graphical user interface that allows processing an MSS image in a fast (<2 min) and straightforward way. The robustness and ruggedness of Topino were confirmed by comparing the results obtained by several users. Topino removes the analytical bottleneck in MSS and will be an indispensable tool for MSS users with varying levels of experience. Having all requirements satisfied for uniform quantitative assessment of MSS, we foresee that the release of Topino will stimulate the usage and development of advanced MSS analysis using angulagrams and, in turn, aid MSS development itself.
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